Abstract: Advancements in diagnostic ultrasound have allowed for a rapid expansion of the quantity and quality of non-invasive information that clinical researchers can acquire from cardiovascular physiology. The recent emergence of high frame rate ultrasound (HiFRUS) is the next step in the quantification of complex blood flow behavior, offering angle-independent, high temporal resolution data in normal physiology and clinical cases. While there are various HiFRUS methods that have been tested and validated in simulations and in complex flow phantoms, there is a need to expand the field into more rigorous in vivo testing for clinical relevance. In this tutorial, we briefly outline the major advances in HiFRUS, and discuss practical considerations of participant preparation, experimental design, and human measurement, while also providing an example of how these frameworks can be immediately applied to in vivo research questions. The considerations put forward in this paper aim to set a realistic framework for research labs which use HiFRUS to commence the collection of human data for basic science, as well as for preliminary clinical research questions.
Introduction
Advancements in diagnostic ultrasound have allowed for a rapid expansion of the quantity and quality of non-invasive information that clinical researchers can acquire from cardiovascular physiology. As a primary application, quantification of blood flow through Doppler ultrasound is useful for the identification of early disease states or diagnosis of pathological conditions either as consequence, or root cause, of altered hemodynamics [1, 2] . These applications range across multiple organ systems, for instance, grading conduit artery stenoses by flow jet velocity [3, 4] , estimating mitral valve inflow for left ventricular diastolic dysfunction [5] , or identifying locations at risk for atherosclerotic plaque development by low/oscillatory wall shear stress [6] . However, much of the current technology is limited by assumptions of laminar flow and slow-moving blood flow in a small acoustic window, which restrict most applications to imaging with fixed insonation angles and simple flow patterns.
In recent years, high frame rate ultrasound (HiFRUS; also termed 'ultrafast' ultrasound) imaging techniques have been developed to address the above limitations by insonating a large area with unfocused beams through either spherical or plane wave emissions [7] . Rather than being limited by line-by-line pulse-echo imaging, HiFRUS techniques acquire full-field data at very high frame rates (e.g., 1000-10,000 frames per second) for excellent temporal resolution, and allow beamforming in any direction for angle-independent blood velocity estimations. These advancements enable accurate quantification of high-velocity non-laminar flows, demonstrated both in vivo and in geometrically-realistic phantoms at vessel bifurcations [8] [9] [10] , aneurysms [11] , and even 3D structures such as the left ventricle [12, 13] . However, the ability for basic science or clinical researchers to access the vast amount of biological information has so far been limited, with recent HiFRUS reviews touting only the perceived potential of these advances in imaging [7, [14] [15] [16] .
The major challenges for mainstream adoption of HiFRUS technology stem from the lack of large sample human data, as well as descriptive studies of normal and pathological physiology. In this review, we provide a practical framework for basic science researchers conducting preliminary in vivo studies with the long-term objective of clinical relevance. Here, we propose a guideline for standards in technical reporting, and provide considerations for investigations in humans, data management, and storage, as well as a narrative example of how studies could be designed for in vivo observations in basic science questions. Although this review focuses on relevant cardiovascular applications, we encourage the readers to extend these principles to other areas of research which may benefit from HiFRUS imaging.
A Synopsis of High Frame Rate Ultrasound Technology
Before we proceed to discuss how in vivo investigation protocols for HiFRUS can be designed, let us first briefly review the current state-of-the-art in HiFRUS technology. While the notion of HiFRUS imaging with sub-millisecond time resolution has been in conception since the 1980s [17] , the technology has garnered significant attention since the turn of this decade [18] . Such a rapid surge of interest is technically attributed to two engineering innovation trends. First, in the past decade, reconfigurable ultrasound scanners have become more prevalent [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , as opposed to non-programmable clinical systems that are designed via an embedded system approach [25] . These open-architecture systems have enabled researchers to readily implement different variants of unfocused pulsing sequences that are essential for realizing HiFRUS [26] . Second, high-throughput computing hardware such as graphical processing units have greatly matured [27] . These parallel processing devices have served well to achieve real-time execution of HiFRUS-related computation tasks, such as pixel-by-pixel beamforming [28] [29] [30] , Doppler processing [31] [32] [33] , and post hoc filtering [34] .
At present, a number of academic labs have developed in-house research scanners with HiFRUS capabilities. Worth particular mention are the in-house systems built at the Technical University of Denmark [19, 23] , the University of Florence [21, 24] , the Langevin Institute in Paris [35] , and the Polish Academy of Sciences [36] . A few commercially available research platforms also allow similar HiFRUS implementations, such as Analogic Ultrasound (Peabody, MA, USA) [37] , Verasonics (Kirkland, WA, USA) [22] , US4US (Warsaw, Poland), and Cephasonics (Santa Clara, CA, USA). Note that most conventional ultrasound scanners cannot be readily reconfigured to implement HiFRUS because their architecture is typically developed through an embedded system design approach that only specializes in performing beamline-based imaging [25] ; this is why research scanners have become essential for advances in diagnostic ultrasound. Another point worth noting is that one clinical scanner developer (Supersonic Imagine, Aux-du-Province, France) is currently dedicated to the development of the HiFRUS market [38] . Also, specialized HiFRUS flow vector imaging modes are available on clinical scanners developed by Analogic Ultrasound (Peabody, MA, USA) [39] and Mindray (Shenzhen, China) [40] .
In terms of its technical principles, HiFRUS imaging is fundamentally instituted upon the pulse-echo sensing paradigm, similar to conventional ultrasound imaging. However, instead of using focused beams for transmission, HiFRUS instead uses unfocused pulsing strategies in the forms of spherical waves [41] or plane waves [18, 38] , as shown in Figure 1 . On reception, the pulse echoes returned from the imaging plane of interest are recorded on every array transducer channel. Pixel-by-pixel beamforming is then performed using the channel-domain pulse-echo data, in which each image pixel value is derived through a "delay and sum" approach [28] . One salient point to be noted is that the lateral spatial resolution of HiFRUS is inherently not as fine as conventional ultrasound because unfocused transmit firings are used. Nonetheless, the temporal resolution is significantly improved because, from each transmit event's channel-domain data set, it is possible to form one image frame based on pulse-echoes returned from the entire imaging view. To improve the lateral resolution of HiFRUS images, one strategy that can be leveraged is to perform coherent compounding of low-resolution image frames derived from different spherical firing positions [41] or different plane wave steering angles [42] . While this compounding operation would unavoidably reduce the frame rate, it may be carried out recursively to limit the loss in frame rate [43] .
is that the lateral spatial resolution of HiFRUS is inherently not as fine as conventional ultrasound because unfocused transmit firings are used. Nonetheless, the temporal resolution is significantly improved because, from each transmit event's channel-domain data set, it is possible to form one image frame based on pulse-echoes returned from the entire imaging view. To improve the lateral resolution of HiFRUS images, one strategy that can be leveraged is to perform coherent compounding of low-resolution image frames derived from different spherical firing positions [41] or different plane wave steering angles [42] . While this compounding operation would unavoidably reduce the frame rate, it may be carried out recursively to limit the loss in frame rate [43] . From an application standpoint, the key diagnostic value offered by HiFRUS is the full-field, high-resolution spatiotemporal imaging that can yield functional insight into physiological events taking place inside the human body. For instance, by integrating HiFRUS with Doppler estimation principles, it is possible to achieve time-resolved visualization of complex flow dynamics through the rendering of flow speckles [9] and the derivation of flow vectors at different pixel positions [44] as illustrated in the sample images in Figure 1 . Not only is this useful in examining carotid hemodynamics [8, 40] , it is also applicable to the evaluation of arterial strain [45] [46] [47] , the visualization of pulse wave propagation through the artery wall [48] , and the tracking of shear waves propagating in tissues [35, 49] . HiFRUS may also be used in urology applications to gain time-resolved insight into turbulent urinary flow behavior [50] . This technology may be used in cardiac applications to study myocardial contraction [51, 52] and intraventricular flow patterns [53, 54] , although these techniques need further refinement. Emerging developments in HiFRUS methodologies, including the incorporation of contrast agents [55] and state-of-the-art 4D imaging [56] , will undoubtedly lead to further physiological discoveries to enhance application prospects in this field.
Framework for In Vivo Cardiovascular Studies
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The refinement of HiFRUS and blood flow vector quantification has led to a large number of technical descriptions and validation studies, but very few in vivo clinical studies in which the potential for advanced imaging methods can be highlighted. In these limited human studies, the focus has been on proof-of-concept study designs, with small sample sizes, limited a priori hypotheses, and case studies, rather than group comparisons or interventional designs [10, 12, 13, 39, [57] [58] [59] . Focused studies on basic science or clinical research questions are the natural next step for the field, in which HiFRUS can be used as a specialized research tool for both simple and complex system cardiovascular measurement. However, in order to build in a level of consistency between the varied methods, HiFRUS research groups should be aware of the technical, physiological, and ethical considerations required for larger scale human studies. Below, we outline such considerations, of which we encourage for high-quality reporting and study design.
Validation of Methods Prior to In Vivo Data Collection
The range in both hardware and software solutions for HiFRUS platforms introduces a degree of uncertainty in the accuracy and validity of methods during the early stages of system development. As measurement error is an important component of interventional in vivo studies, the accuracy in flow imaging should be determined through validation studies, using either criterion standard methodology (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging [60] ), or validated models with known hemodynamic properties (e.g., computational fluid dynamics simulations [61] and flow phantoms [62] ). The specific decisions for constructing and validating flow phantoms have been previously reviewed [63] , and should be considered prior to diverting resources to human studies.
Standards in Technical Reporting
While few clinical ultrasound systems have the capability for HiFRUS imaging, certain research systems allow for customization of the transmit firing sequence of every array channel and the acquisition of channel-domain data for customized algorithmic processing [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [35] [36] [37] . In general, HiFRUS imaging studies rigorously report the technical specifics of the experimental methods, such as the array pitch, probe frequency, transmit pulse duration, pulse repetition frequency, steering angles, and spherical source positioning. As HiFRUS technology is adopted into basic science and clinical research, such details should be preserved and summarized in study reports for easy comparison between methods. Table 1 lists the essential technical reporting that should be ideally described in such studies. In addition to the technical reporting, scanning locations should be rigorously reported, including the organ of interest, relevant landmarks for reproducibility, details on insonation angles (e.g., anterior or lateral plane on the neck), and target organ orientations (e.g., visualization of both the internal and external carotid arteries in the same plane). The majority of clinical ultrasound studies are performed by highly trained sonographers, often hired by clinical research teams. Although research sonographers are highly trained, considerations should be given to any motion artefact caused by human error that may influence data quality during HiFRUS acquisitions. Considering the limited data that can be acquired during study sessions (potentially within a few heart cycles due to data storage and processing as discussed below), it is important to eliminate sources of variability beyond that of the biological system being investigated.
For this reason, probe holders should be considered as part of the experimental set-up when possible, and reported in the study methodology. Stereotactic probe holders have previously been shown to reduce the typical error of the flow-mediated dilation technique, which is based on diameter changes in the brachial artery after a brief period of distal limb ischemia [64] .
Human Considerations
A shift in focus from flow phantoms to human participants brings about certain considerations for in vivo testing that may introduce unwanted variability into data quality. The human cardiovascular system is tightly regulated by the autonomic nervous system, involving beat-to-beat neurovascular regulation through the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems [65, 66] . However, this regulation may offer unwanted sources of variability during HiFRUS studies, as only a few cardiac cycles can realistically be acquired per participant due to the high frame rate. Decisions on participant pre-visit instructions and study methodology should be made with consideration on how to minimize these confounders. For example, technical guidelines for evaluations of carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity and flow-mediated dilation have recommended that: participants refrain from food (~2-6 h), caffeine, smoking, and alcohol (~12 h) prior to measurement; testing should occur in a quiet, temperature-controlled room after 10 min of supine rest; and measurements be taken at the same time of day for longitudinal studies to account for circadian rhythm [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . While Table 2 lists recommendations for the average participant, any perturbations from the 'ambulatory' state of an individual should be considered; for example, asking an individual who habitually smokes to refrain from smoking may cause an equal amount of distress and undue sympathetic activation. As the novelty of HiFRUS data limits the available literature on the confounders of measurement variability, we suggest that the above basic study controls be considered for studies involving human participants, with the aim of reducing unwanted variability in the high-quality data. Medications are an important consideration when preparing to interpret the potentially clinically relevant information provided in HiFRUS examinations. As it is unethical and unsafe to ask participants to withhold all medication for certain studies, it is important to record and consider possible confounders when interpreting findings. Particular care should be taken with commonly prescribed medications for hypertension and heart disease, such as statins, beta-blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, and diuretics, all of which result in measurable effects on cardiovascular function including reductions in heart rate, blood volume and arterial stiffness [67] .
Further to the issue of beat-to-beat variability, additional considerations should be given to factors that may affect the ability of individual heart cycles to reflect 'steady state' conditions of an individual or physiological state. Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is a known phenomenon in physiological monitoring, eliciting predictable fluctuations in heart rate and blood pressure [75] . Given that typical respiratory and heart rates in healthy adults are~20 breaths/min and~70 beats/min, respectively, an average of at least six heart cycles is necessary to accurately reflect steady state physiology, which may not be feasible for all HiFRUS acquisition systems. Borrowing from echocardiography guidelines, an alternative solution to averaging is implementing brief breath holds to limit both the sympathetic and mechanical effects of breathing [76, 77] . Other arrhythmias such as ectopic beats, premature atrial/ventricular contractions, or flutters may cause difficulty in recording steady state data, although arrhythmia physiology may be an interesting study area in itself for HiFRUS examination.
Variable acoustic windows and poor image quality are potential barriers for high quality HiFRUS investigations, which may limit the available participant pool in human studies. While flow phantoms offer complete control of model orientation, depth, and acoustic medium, human studies will certainly produce sub-optimal data quality, which will vary between methods. An additional concern for data quality is the potential waste of time and resources that would accompany data dropout, especially for repeated-measures study designs. To address this concern, we recommend including image quality as an exclusion criterion in ethics applications, whereby individuals are first consented under the local ethics board and are then screened for image quality before the start of the study protocol. If participants are being remunerated for their time, they would have to be provided a pro-rated amount as they have been officially enrolled in the protocol upon giving consent. Regardless of the participant flow, reporting quality metrics, such as the number of unusable images or number and reason for data loss, will provide valuable transparency on HiFRUS methodology. Although designed for randomized control trial use, the CONSORT guidelines provide excellent descriptions of high quality participant reporting, which includes number of participants excluded, participants lost to follow up in repeated measures designs, and participants excluded from analysis [78] .
Research Example: Neurovascular Control and Complex Blood Flow
The above general recommendations for in vivo investigations provide a general framework under which the acquisition and management of human data should be optimally performed in cardiovascular research. In order to supplement these considerations, below we present an example of a simple and realistic study design for a basic science research question, describing each step in the design process from research question to data acquisition.
The most attractive element of HiFRUS for a cardiovascular physiologist is the unprecedented quantity and quality of information that can non-invasively be assessed from the conduit arteries. High temporal and spatial sensitivity of complex blood flow patterns may offer a unique view of traditional cardiovascular techniques that have otherwise been well established in the field. For example, the cold pressor test (CPT) is a well-documented assessment of neurovascular reactivity [79, 80] , which has a history of central and peripheral responder sub-types [81] , and documented effects on intraand extra-cranial blood flow [82, 83] . The CPT is highlighted by its simple protocol: submersion of either the hand or foot into an ice bath (~2-4 • C) for a duration of~2 min. This stimulus elicits a rapid neurovascular response, characterized by α-adrenergic peripheral vasoconstriction causing slight increases in heart rate (i.e., +5 to +10 beats per minute) and moderate increases in mean arterial pressure (i.e., +15 to +25 mmHg). While recent studies have reported increases in common carotid, internal carotid, and middle cerebral artery blood velocity with the CPT [82, 83] , it may be of value to characterize the complex flow patterns at the carotid bifurcation to further detail the known hemodynamics of the CPT, as well as to perhaps develop an easily accessible reactivity test for carotid bifurcation jets and recirculation zones under challenge conditions. From this knowledge gap in a well-established cardiovascular technique, we can design an acute interventional within-subject human research question that directly uses the novel capabilities of HiFRUS with a priori hypotheses: does the CPT elicit changes in carotid bifurcation flow jet velocity or recirculation zones as measured by HiFRUS? Figure 2 and Table 1 detail the methodological and technical design elements that we would employ for such a study. Young healthy adults are the ideal participants for this design, as we would like to test a basic science question in a controlled system, ideally by manipulating only the variables of interest without considering confounding pathology. After institutional safety and ethics approval, participants would be recruited and consented for testing in the lab. To ensure quality data, we suggest that potential participants be screened for appropriate scanning windows for appropriate orientation of the carotid bifurcation (i.e., at minimum, in-plane visualization of the carotid bulb and internal carotid artery). This exclusion criteria limits the generalizability of the experimental findings, but we must acknowledge the variability in carotid geometry in the general population using 2D ultrasound [84, 85] . To limit confounding factors for measurement variability, we would ask participants to arrive at the lab having fasted for two hours, and having refrained from moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, smoking, and alcohol in the 12 h prior to assessments ( orientation of the carotid bifurcation (i.e., at minimum, in-plane visualization of the carotid bulb and internal carotid artery). This exclusion criteria limits the generalizability of the experimental findings, but we must acknowledge the variability in carotid geometry in the general population using 2D ultrasound [84, 85] . To limit confounding factors for measurement variability, we would ask participants to arrive at the lab having fasted for two hours, and having refrained from moderate-tovigorous physical activity, smoking, and alcohol in the 12 h prior to assessments (Table 2 ). During the testing protocol, participants would rest supine for at least ten minutes prior to data collection to standardize the hemodynamic environment (i.e., heart rate and blood pressure). For this particular research question, it would be valuable to gate analysis to the electrocardiogram (ECG) trace, in order to account for some beat-to-beat variability in blood flow, as well as to assist with aligning secondary data acquisition such as beat-to-beat blood pressure finger plethysmography or transcranial Doppler signals. A simple single-lead ECG can be used to align the data either on the ultrasound unit, or through simultaneous capture with an external data acquisition system. If possible, participants would be instrumented with a stereotactic probe holder to standardize the anterior-posterior orientation of the ultrasound probe to assist with repeated assessments in the same plane. During acquisition itself, participants would be asked to briefly hold their breath while six heart cycles (~6-8 s; ~16 GB on our system) are recorded. The specific details of the HiFRUS acquisition and analysis would vary between research groups, although we recommend the technical reporting suggested in Table 1 for a fully detailed methods sections to be included for publication.
The above research example is just one of many avenues that HiFRUS methodology may take in cardiovascular science (for other clinical examples, see [7, [14] [15] [16] ). Diagnostic testing in clinical studies presents a unique set of challenges (e.g., power calculations for novel outcomes [86] , specificity and sensitivity to detect abnormal hemodynamics [87] ), the discussion of which is beyond the scope of this review. Although individual research questions, experimental protocols, and outcome measures may vary, we hope this general description of a research outline may prove useful to researchers beginning to explore the potential for HiFRUS investigations in human participants.
Summary
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